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1. INTRODUCTION
;

The Systematic Assessment oflacensc: Performance (sal.P)is an integrated Nuclear Regulatory
i Conunission (NRC) staif effort to colleet observations and data and to periodically evaluate
2 - licensee performance on the basis of this information. The SALP process is supplemental to

normal regulatory processes used to ensure compliance with NRC rules and regulations. sal.P
|

;

1 is to be sufficiently diagncstic to provide a rational basis for aHoeating NRC resources and to
;

provide meaningful feedback to the beensee's management to promote quality and safety of plant,

operations.

An NRC SALP board, composed of the staff members listed below, met on January 6,1992, !
to review the collection of performance observations and data and to assess the licensee's i
performance at the Three Mile Island Plant. This assessment was conducted _in accordance with !
the guidance in NRC Manual Chapter 0516, "Sy stematic Assessment of Licensee Performance." )
A summary of the guidance and evaluation criteria is provided in Attachment 1.'

i

t

This report is the NRC's assessment of the hcensee's safety performance at Tinee hii'e Island
Unit I for the perax! of May 16, 1990, to November 16, 1991. Any Unit 2 activities that
reflect on overall licensee operational performance have been included in this assessment.

The SALP lloard was composed of the following:
,

'
Chairnmn:

hl. W,11odges, Director Division of Reactor Safety (DRS)

Memberst

J. Wigg ns, Deputy Directw, Divition of Reactor Projects (DRP)
R. Cooper, Deputy Division Director, Director of Radiation Safety and Safeguards (DRSS)
J, Joyner, Chief, Pacilities Radiological Safety and Safeguards 13 ranch, DRSS,

J. Durr, Chief Engineering 13 ranch, DRS
J. Stolz, Director, Project Directorate, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
R. liernan, Project hlanager, NRR-

F. Young, Senior Resident inspector

Others in Attendance:

E. Wenzinger, Chief, Reactor Projects branch 4, DRP-
W. Ruland, Chief, Reador Projects Section No. 411, DRP
T. Prye, Reactor Engineer, Reactor Projects Section No. 411, DRP
- D. lleaulieu, Resident Inspector, TMl

_

_
,

; J. Ramsey, Regional Courdinator, Office of the F.w;utive Director of Operations
J

,
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11, SUhlMARY OF ltl' SUI,TS

l'.A Os enlew,

I

The licensee continued to ufely operate the plant and exhibited strong pe formance during
power operations. Ilowever, weaknesses were noted in the performance of infrequently
performed activities during the recently completed 911 refueling outage. These weaknesses have ;

resulted in a decline in performance in the maintenance / surveillance area and indications of
weakening performance in plant operations. These weaknesses appeared to be primarily ,

attributable to problems with procedural implementation and a lack of specificity in certain '

procedures.

Operator performance during power operations continued to be a strength.110 wever, persontel
errors during the 9R refueling outage indicate a dxline in performance. Operater conduct
during normal and off-normal events continued to be excellent and professional. Management f

involvement in plant operations continued to be effective. While housekeeping conditions were ,

adequate during power operations, a decline was noted during the refueling outage. '

'

p A decline in performance in the maintenance / surveillance al .a was noted plant maintenance
activities were effective in "pporting safe and reliable operation and the surveillance program:

| continued to be effective in verifying the operability of safety-related systems. linwever,
weakness was noted in the area of maintenance and surveillance procedure implementation which
resulted in problems with procedare quality and recurring instances of plant staff not prooerly
using procedures. Mant gement was closely involved in the operation of the plant. The quality

,

assurance department continued to effectively function to aid the plant staff in maintaining the
material conditions and phmt operations at a high level,,

t

Continued strong performance was noted in radiological controls, emergency preparedness,
security, and engineering / technical support. Radiological controls program strengths included -

'

staff technical ability, training, and implementation of the field operations program. Strong
management involvement was evident in on site and off site activities which resulted in the

| implementation of an effective emergency preparedness program. A high quality and effective _
,

security program was supported by a well trained, professional staff and the contim.ation of
system and equipment upgrades. Site and corporate engineering continued to provide excellent
support for plant operations.

1

l'
1
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11.11 Facility Performance Annipts Summnry
.

Functional Rating. Trend Rating, Trend
Arc Lall'ctied IhlifcJied

1. Plant Operations 1 1, Declining

2. Radiological Controls 1 1

3. Maintenance /
Surveillance 1 2

4. Emergency
Preparedness 1 1-

5. Security 1 1

6. Engineering / -
Technical Support i 1

I
7. Safety Assessment and

Quality Verification 1 1

Previous As:cssment Period: January 16, 1989, through May 15, 1990
Present Assessment Period: May 16,1990, through November 16,1991

1

- _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ - - - - - -- - -- -
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111. PDtFOltMANCI: ANAINSIS

lit.A Plant Openillom

ilil, A. '. Analyls

Plant operuticas were rated as Category 1 in the previous assessment perkxt. Significant
strengths identified in this area included experienced, highly professional oix rators and a streng
effective operator training program. A strong station management involvement in plant activities
was noni.

During this w;riod, the licensee continued to emphashe a strong commitment to high auality
operations. Corponste and site management was involved in plant activliies and provided tin":ly
and comprehensise %fety assessmert of events. Strong and effective oversight, even with
significant changes in site inanage;nent, continued during this nuessment period. All site
departmental middle managets continued to conduct back shift tours of ti;c facility hicluding the
control room, arats containing key safety equipment, and balance of plant equipment. These
tours were effective in site management emphasis to plant personnel on the need to recognize
safety concerns. Noted concerns were addressed in a timely manner,

impreved identiScation of minor plant problerus and events has been noted during this period.
The licensee is new producing a monthly report entitled "Significant Plant livents." This report
idemilies minor problems that do nat reach the threshold for plant incident reports. This report!

provides for additional engineering and operations review of events to determine if any trends
exist or if additional corrective actions were necessary. This program has increased the
licensx's effectiveness in early identification of plut problems.

Operations staffing was mainained at a full comp!cment of six operating crews througl out the
assessment period. The majority of operators on shift have more than ten years plant experience
and provided a large knowledp base for dealing with normal plant evolutions and problems.
There has been very low turnover of the licensed operator personnel. To enhance supervision
of major evolutions performed outside the control room, operations management has initiated
a program to add an additional scr.ior licensed operator (SRO) to each crew. The program has
been effective with the two operating crews presently with the additional SRO.

Operator professionalism, routine conduct of comrol room operations during power operations.
- and response to off-normal plant conditions and transients continued to be very good. A good
understanding by operators of plant status identified several delicient conditions. For example,
on a shift foreman's walkthrough of the plant, he noted that the 13 Radwaste tank was being
released vice the A tank. This led to the identification ofimproper valve line up by an operator
in a very timely manr. r.

,
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Two automatic reactor trips occarred during the sal.P period. One of the two automatic reactor ;

i trips was partially attributed to operator error. The operator did not properly identify an ;

abnormal condition on the tal control panet. 0;vrators did avert the need for reactor trips on
several occasions through decisive action. Immediate operatar actions following the two reactor ,

trips and other plant transients were, in general, excellent. For each event, the emergency
~

procedures were followed. Ilowever, in several instances, procedures were not reviewed until !
wellinto the event and operators tended to rely initially on their memory for the follow-up steps.

Adequate housekeeping conditions were maintained while the plant was operating. A decline
was noted during the outage. After compleHon cf work in a specific area of the plant, loose

'

material was still present. The licensee has recognized the need to enhance their cf fort in this
area during outages. In addition, the licensee implemented a vigorous pairaing program to

'

upgrade the plant appeanmce.

Cae imdal or.d one requalification examination were administered during this SALP perimi. For'

the-initial examiar' ion, all seven reactor operators (ROs) passed. For the requalineation
,

examination, six ROs and six :,esior teactor operators (SROs) were cdministered exams, of"
.

which five ROs and five SROs passed. 'there were no crew failures, lixamination materials
developed by the training department, i.e., lesson plans, examination bank questions, scenarios,
job performance measures, etc., were excellent. .

The operations and training departments worked together in assuring that they have trained,
qualified, competent licensed operators. This was demonstrated by participation of operations
supervisory personnel in licensed operator training and requalification evahiations. Overall, the
operator training program continues to be strong and effective.

>

Planning meetings during outages and plant operation were effective in identifying potential plant
problems that required interdepartmental effort. These meetings fostered good interdepartmental
communications and cooperation. Significant efforts were made by the licensee in planning and
scheduling for the 9R refueling outage. A shutdown risk assessment of the outage was performed
that identified potential problems. The outage schedule was adjusted to minimite risk based on
this assessment.

! However, during the most recent outage, several events occurred that reDected poorly on
operator performance. A licensed operator in the control room and other licensed individuals,

,

while performing a_ refueling surveillance, allowed irradiated fuel to be moved prior to
,

establishing proper containment systems alignment (see Section Ill.e, '' Surveillance"). In
addition, an inadvertent IIngineered Safeguards Actuation System and limergency Feedwater
activation occurred due to operator error. These events were infrequent evolutions performed
only during outages. Licensed operator response to the events was timely and proper. These
problems'suggest a weakness in accomplishing correctly infrequent critical plant evolutions'

particularly in areas . involving procedural adequacy and attention to detail in procedural-.

adherence.
I

rL
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hianagement directives and guidance to plant staff continued te be effective in providing timely
and coluprehensive safety assessments of plant events. Operator professionalism, responses to j

off-normal plant conditions, and control room conduct were, in general, excellent. 'I he operato l
training program continues to be effective. Operator performance during power operatirns was i
strong. Outage planning, particularly the efforts to minimlie shutdown risk, was cateworthy,

*

llousekeeping was normally adequate with some improvement needed during outages. Ilowever,
the signihcant personnel errors that occurred during the outage suggests a problem with t

personnel performance in conducting some infrequent plant evolutions. |
:

lli.A.2 l'ciformance_Liting: Category 1 .
1

I!rnd: Declining

Ill. A.3 Brcmunlendation: None
,

i

:
'

Ill.B . Radiological Cuniroh

!!!.H.1 Araksis '

'
The previous SALP Report rated Radiological Controls as Category 1. All areas of the
radiological controls program, including radioactive waste, transportation, and the Radiological |
Environmental Monitoring Program (FliMP), were strong during the last SALP period. No
significant weaknesses were noted during that period.

RadiologicalControls |

The Unit I and . Uni: 2 Radiological Controls organizations were consolidated into one
organization during tne period. The reorganization was well planned and well implemented and i

all programs remained strong through the transition, Management personnel were frequently *

'

involved in tl.e assurance of quality for radiological control work and remained well informed
on details regarding such activitica. Senior Radiological Centrol management personnel
mamtained a good working knowledge of issues described in internal audits, NRC inspections,
and GPU's Radiological Occurrence Reports.

;

,

r

|
'

4
.

*
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Technical issues that arose during the period weie handled well by station penonnel. Ilot ;

particle dose calculations were technically accurate and in close agreement with NRC !

calculations. Good radiological engineering controls were implemented for handling the Unit i

2 accident-generated-water evaporator bottoms processing. lingineering controls included the ;

use of glove bags and other containments which eliminated the need for respitutory protection ;

and dramatically reduced the potential for personnel contamination. Traversing in-core probe j
work was well analyzed and included good radiological safety precautions. OpU's internal i,

dosimetry procedures were well written and the staff was well sersed in the use of those
procedures. Overall, GPU continued to mainta!n a technically wrong Radiological Controls ;

staff. ;

Steam generator tube Icakage during the current period caused extensive low level contamination !|;

of the secondary system during the operation of Unit 1, The leak was evaluated by the2

Radiological lingineering section. Although the evaluation was well performed, the Operations i
i Department made the decision to vent the contaminated steam to a clean area prior to ;

'

Radiological Controls concurrence. During another incident, the Chemistry Department did not!

communicate with the Radiologica) Controls Depntment and sent shghtly contaminated samples;

from '.he secondary system to a non-radiological laboratory for analysis. Neither event resulted ,
'in any significant contamination of personnel or facilities. However, both events were indicative

of weakness withir: the operations and chemistry groups in their communication with the
radiclogical controls group.

- Radiological controls were very good during the Unit I refocling outage. A few posting - r

discrepancies were noted during outage work. Ilowever, these postings problems were
adequately and expediticasly addressed and no significant radiological safety concerns were ,

identined during observation of field work. Post-outage reemery of contaminated areas was:

well performed and allowed auxiliary operators to perform their routine surveillances without
protective clothing. ALARA performance remained strong relative to both individual and .

collective dose goals. Personnel radiation exposure goals were aggressive and estimates were
generally accurate.

i

Staffing levels were adequately maintained during the period. The radiation protection starl ;

remained relatively stable. Qualified candidates readily filled vacated positions. Adequate '

numbers of qualified Radiation Protection technicians were obtained for outage support despite
shortages of contractors nationwide. Oserall, the licensee continued to exhibit technical depth !

and diversity of skills.
;

Plant systems training for Radiological Controls personnel was provided during the period.
Much of the systems training focused on contaminated secondary systems. Areas of ptrticular
radiological concern such as filters, traps, and sampling stations were emphasized. The
effectiveness of this training waa evident during the extensive rtdiological work performed on

-

- secondary systems. - No specific training weaknesses were identified during the period for
,

Radiological Controls personnel. ;

I

1

'
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lladieaclimWitut at1dJhanTet tatien

The licensee's programs for the .ollection, processing, and shipment of radioactive wastes
continued to be strong. Quality assurance controls included vendor audits, plant audits, and
monitoring reports. O wrational controls to minimire and ontrol the generation of radioactivel
waste continued to be effective.

Although one event during the sal.I' period was identined where the licensee failed to properly
control maintenance on a shipping cask, this event was not reflective of the program as a w hole.
Tiaining of [wtsonnel involved in the processing and shipment of radioactive wastes continued
to be a licensee strength.

RadielegicaulifluentuadladieksienuinyitenmentaLMenitudog

()uring the previous assessment period, excellence in the implementation of the radioactive
efflutnt controls program and the Riih1P was noted. This excellent performance continued
during this assessment period.

The scope and technical depth of the licensee's QA audits were excellent. Additionally, the
Radiological Environmental hionitoring Program (REhiP) and chemistry laboratory QA/QC
programs were utilized by the licensee to enhance program performance in these areas. l.ieensee
performance on radioactivity and chemistry measurements during the chemistry inspection were
excellent, with all licensee sample results agreeing with NRC results. The licensee's
establishment of a task force to evaluate the radiation monitoting system and eftluent sampling
was noteworthy. The task force effectively handled a number of issues relr.ted to tritium and
iodine sampling, offgas monitoring, and Radiation f.lonitoring System (RhtS) system
modifications.

SttBmlary

Radiological Controls were maintained at the high level of-lwrformance observed during the
previous SALP period. Program strengths included the technical ability of the stalf,
implementation of the field operations program, training, and quality assurance for radioactive
waste, transportation, and the REh1P. A weakness insolved two examples of inadequate
communication between site departments. The overall quality of the Radiological Controls
program was excellent during the period.

111.11.2 litfnunanCLEating: Category 1

Trend: None

111.11.3 Rttemmendations: None

..

-.__.____.-._._._..._____.___________._.___._._____m____ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . . _ _
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: Radieactive Waste _and Transtelen 1

:

The lleensee's programs for the collection, processing, and shipment of radioactive wastes !
- continued to be strong. Quality assurance controls included vendor audits, plant audits, and !

monitoring reports. Operational controls to minimize and contre' the generation of radioactive ;

waste continued to be effective.

Although one event during the SALP period was identi0ed w here the licensee failed to properly I

control maintenance on a shipping cask, this event was not reflective of the program as a whole."

Training of personnel involved in the processing and shipment of radioactive wastes continued
;

to be a licensec strength. >

Radiolegical_ Effluents and Radiolodcal EnvirotunenkiMunllering i
!

During the previous assessment period, excellence in the implementation of the radioactive i
effluent controls program and the REhtP was noted. This excellent performance continued
during this assessment period..

;

Tbc scope and technkal depth of the licensee's QA audits were excellent. Additionally, the
,

Radiological Environmental hionitoring Program (REhtP) and chemistry laboratory QA/QC ;

programs were utilized by the licensee to enhance program performance in these areas. Licensee ;
i performance on radioactivity and chemistry measurements during the chemistry inspection were

excellent, with all' licensee sample results agreeing with NRC results. The licensee's ;

establishment of a task force to evaluate the radiation monitoring system and effluent sampling
was noteworthy. The task force effectively handled a number of issues related to tritium and
iodine ' sampling, : ofigas ' monitoring, and Radiation hionitoring System (RMS) system.,

mc,dincations.

Summary

>

Radiological Controls were maintained at the high level of performance observed during the
previous . SALP period. Program strengths . included the technical ability - of the staff,

-implementation of the field operations program. training, and quality assurance for radioactive
_

waste, transportation, and the REMP. A weakness involved two examples of inadequate t

communication between site departments. The overall quality of the Radiologleal Controls i

program was excellent during the period.

111.13.2 Performance Rating: Category 1
.

TIcud: None
:

IILB 3. Recommendations: None-
-,
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115 C Malutenance/Snrulliance

]

| Ill.C. ) Analysis: i

!
"

The previous rating for this functional area was Category 1. The previous assessment |
determined that maintenance activities were performed well and had a high degree of |;

management involvement, in the area of surveillance, no programmatic deficiencies were
identified. Generally, good control of maintenance and suncillance activities was notd with !

'

a relatively k,w number of unnecessary challenges to ufety equipment. ;

.

Maintsnarc
;

In general, maintenance activities have tren offective in sup;mrting the safe and reliable
'

.

operation of the unit. . Strong management suppoit was cvident in programs affecting
maintenance end reliability of safety related systems. A reliability centered maintenance |

| program is under development to optimite preventive maintenance procedure effectiveness. A
plant preservation program was implemented to impsove the exterior material condition and-

i overall appearance of the unit. Illstorical information in the plant component database was j

good. The backlog of outstanding maintenance items was well managed and appropriately i

prioritlied The planninE of day to-day preventive and corrective maintenance of safety selated
components was good. During the refueling outage, sufficient management involvenent c:isted e

to properly control vendor activities. !

A major strength of the maimenance organization was the highly trained and competent staff.
The licensee maintains an extensive training program for maintenance r.ctivities. The training-

,

program was enhanced by u;ing several mockups including one for reactor coolant pump seals.
and a full scale once-through steam-generator secondary side lower sheU. The iicensee has
shifted from classrcom descriptions of task performance to a more handvon approach. The skill
of the txhnicians was evidenced by the low rate of re'vork. This training combined with e low
maintenance employee turnover and appropriate staff aire has yielded a stable and experienced i

maintemmee work force. *

;

There has also been a significant improvement in the control of measuring and test equipment, i

4 continually manna! tool room maintains accountability of mechanical and electrical test
,

equipment, However, aside from test equipment, several examples were noted where the
licensee failed to control access to in-plant areas used for storage of safety-related materials and

,

equipment. : This concern was promptly corrected.
'

'
.

Durmg this period, there has been a noted improvement in the quality of maintenance - i,

procalures. The beensee recognized a weakness in the quality of maintenance procedures and ,

in 1989 began a maintenance procedure upgrade program, whle h is nearly completed. A review '-

of a number of the upgraded procedures indicates that the procedure upgrade process has been

,

f

.
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effective in improving procedure quality. Past poor proecdure quality has necessitated the
heavy reliance on technician training. The practice of using technician ability to compensate for
insuf0ciently detailed procedures was not uncommon.

(-
Severalinstance? were noted where the adherence and implementation of maintenance procedures
was poor. Several examples of this are as follows* (1) The failuie to adhere to a maintenance
procedure for the *A* cmergency diesel generator room Ste sprinkier system led to a condition
in which a proper fire watch was not established: (2) A maintenar se procedure step was not
performed which required a slecific check list to be completed to velify the lineup of the
redundant string of saftty related equipment; (3) Unapproved, handwritten step by-step,

instructions for n battery charger were used to supplement approved procedures; and. (4) The
failure to implement a routine preventive maintenance procedure resulted in the failure of a high
pressure injection discharge valve.

Surveillance

The overall surveillance program continued to be effective in verifying the operability of safety-
rehted equipment :'nd satisfying Technical Sped 0 cations. Smveillances were performed on
schedule, were adequately documented, and testing deficiencies were propeily dispositioned.
Teaing activities observed were performed by quali0ed personnel.

Th: licensee has a good inservice inspection program which is staffed with well quallGed-

examiners. The steam generator eddy current inspection program exceeded the requirements of>

the Technical Speci0 cations by enmining more tubes than were specified. The qualineation of ,

examiners ensures - highly! quallned - technicians are used - by requiring a- performance
demonstration test prior to any examination in the plant, in the area of ultrasonic testing, a.-

minor problem concerning the evaluation process used by the ultrasonic test personnel was,-

quickly resolved prior to any analysis.

A weakness in the controls used in survenlance testing resulted in the degradation of and
unnecessary challenges to plant safety systems. Five examples of these inadequate controls are
as follows: (1) An inadvertent emergency feedwater pump autostart occurred due to not
performing a surveillance procedure under the plant conditions intended; (2) The "C" high
pressure injection pump was disabled after performing surveillance procedure steps out of order;
(3) An inadvertent lift of the power operated relief valve occurred due to the inadequate

" performance of the reactor protection surveillance procedure; (4) A fuel assembly was lifted-
from the core without containment isolation being properly catablished; and, (5) A reactor trip
occurred due to the inadequate implementation of the reactor protection system surveillance

= procedure.

As suggested above, there was a heavy rehance on operator training to compensate _ forc
insufficiently _ detailed procedures, /do, station operetors did _ not always have a clear
understanding of procedure contents prior to test performance. Finidly, the procedures were not
always performed in' a step-by step, controlled manner. Negative ramifications of the above

._ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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weaknesses were especially prevalent v hen the procedure was performed on an infrequent basis
or was performed by a less experienced olwrator.

Smumary

in general, maintenance activities have been effective in suphitting the safe and reliable
operation of the plant. A major strength was the maintenance staff. Maintenance procedures
were improved, llowever, a weakness in the area of maintenance procedure implementation was
demonstrated. The overall surveillance program continued to be effective in verifying the
operabi'ity of safety related equinment and satisfying Technical Specineations. However, a

'

weakness was noted in the lack of preparation for a test and the controls used during test
~

performance. There was also a heavy reliance on personnel training to compensate for
procedures with insuf0cient detail.

'

lil.C.2 ItrBHnwicr_Eatitt: Category 2

Itttid: Ne~-

c

lli.C.3 - Ref1Buncadallens:

Greater licensee atteetion is required to ensure procedures are implemented as written, proper
procedures are used to perform the desired activity, and that procedures are changed yvhen
instructions are insuf0cient m detail. Evaluate the identined concerns associated with the
maintenanec/survenlance program and brief the NllC on your plans and results to date.

III.D Emergency Preparednew -

lli.D.1 Antdysis
3

The last Emergency Preparedness (EP) SALP rating was Category 1. There was close
management involvement, a demonstrated emr.mitment to quality, prompt resolution of technical
issues, a well-developed training progtrm, effective event response, and effective performance
in the annual emergency exercise,

The 1991 full participation emergen:y exercise occurred during the current SALP period.
During that exercise, performance by G"UN emergency response organization (Elto) personnel
and site EP staff was very effective. Direction and control were strong in each emergency
response facility (EltF). ERO personnel worked closely together and achieved timely problem
resolutions. Exercise strengths were identified in communications, engineering analysis, and
accident assessment. No wealmesses were identified. The most signincant area for
improvement was in the evaluation of radiological dose, particularly with regard to worker
contamination calculations and off site dose projections to simulated releases. . The GPUN post-

_ - - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
.
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exercise critique was constructive and thotough. Overall, the exercise demonstrated the
licensee's ability to properly implement the Emergency Plan.

GPUN provided strong man'gement support to the EP program and its implementation incluaing
a high level of effort for training the ERO staff, supplying appropriate dedicated emergency
equipment and supplies, and miinmining administrative functions. Training was effectively
demonstrated by the strong performance during the annual exercise. Enhancements to the
Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) improved cre,munications capability and data display 3.
Other ERFs were maintained ready with gcod facilines and equipment.

[ Frequent interface meetings were held by the EP staff with State and County officials
Corporate managers maintained an active involvement in EP activities through meetings with the
site EP staff, report reviews, and trackin), of outstanding items. Management knowledge of and
participation in EP activities was assessed as strong.

Management conducted appropriate reviews of the Emergency Plan, and Emergency Plan |

Implementing Procedures (EPIP) changes made specifically to reDect Unit 2 defueling and
upg aded the Emergency Action lxvel (EAl.) classification scheme. Later GPUN review
identified potential improvements in quanti 0 cation of existing EAL initiating conditions. After
peer and management review, a revised EAL package was submitted to (and is now being
reviewed by) the NRC. Overall, GPUN's efforts to maintain the Emergcncy Plan had EPIPs
current were aggressive.

The EP staff was comprised of seven full-time personnel suppiemented by assistance from other
GPUN site and corporate staff personnel, This has provided sufficient depth, experience, and
a discipline mix-that contributed positively to program implementai3n. EP staffing has been -
stable. Upkeep of the Emergency Plan and EPIPs, scenario development, assuring read' ness of
ERFs and communications systems, and interfaces with on-site and off-site support groups were
all effective. Overall, there was proper EP program administration. A performance-based
emphasis was evident in walk-through training evolutions. A suf0cient and fully quali0ed EPO
staff was in place: four technical and management staff were assigned and qualified in each key
functional area and were required to maintain qualification. A matrix for shift, initial, and
support training incorporated well-described course modules that included appropriate training
requirements. Overall, ERO training was thoroughly defined and implemented to exceed
established training program geals,

The licensee conoucts a major emergency preparednest drill once per quarter, including their
anntal exercise. The quarterly drills include participation by an operating crew, the initial
response organization, and the emergency support oiganintion. Each of the six operating crews
is drilled at least once per year. Integration of other plant depanments, including radiological

_ _ _ _ _ . ~
. . . - _ -
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controls and security, occurs duiing each quarterly drill. - A critique of each drill is conducted
to identify weakr. esses and improve performance. There are three separate emergency responsei

crews. Each response crew is scheduled for at least one quarterly drill per year.

Ther: were no events causing activation of the emergency plan. Only minor plant incidents
occurred. During these, the site staff responded well, resched technical issues properly, and
made re'luired notifications in a timely manner.

Sit!R! nary

! In summary, GPUN implemented an effective cmergency preparedness program. Management
involvement was evident in on-site and off-site EP activities. Site EP staff maintained program
readiness for implemendng emergency response. The relationship with State _ and local
government officials was actively maintained. Licensee training was performance-based and
clearly defined. Sufficient and well qualified personnel were assigned to the ERO. Response
during the annual exercise provided timely resolution of scenario problems and was strong in
communications and accident rasessment. Responses to actual events were timely and
appropdate. Overall, EP performance was strong and effective.

'
n

Ill.D.2 Ecrformance Rating: Category 1

Irsnd: None

III.D.3 Epsommendations: None

Ill.E Security

III.E.1 Analyss

'

During the previous assessment period, the licensee's performance was rated as Category 1,
based on a very effectively implemented and performance oriented security program as
evidenced by: appropriate management attention to and support for the program; the allocation

'

of resources for necessary program upgrades and staffing; an aggressive audit program; an
excellert enforcement history; and an effective training program.

D_uring this .pcriod, the licensee _ sustained this level of performance. Upgrades and
'

enhancements of the security systems and equipment were continued and included the completion -
of an upgrade to access control hardware with statemf-the-art equipment, the' complete
replacement of the back-up perimeter intrusion system with a state-of-the-art system, and an

.

9upgrade of the assessment system, including the installation of additional assessment equipment.
The licensee also completed renovation of the access control facility that included redesigning i

and relocating the badge issuance and supervisors' areas for more efficient traffic flow and better .
oversigSt of thn access control functions. The transition to new equipment was made with no
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adverse impact on security. The significant commitment of resources for capittd improvements
was indicative of management's continued support for and commitment to maintain an effective
security prograin.

Security management also maintained effective communication and good rapport with other plant
groups during this assessment period by having a member of security management actively
involved in outage planning, and by participating in the daily plant maintenance and outage
meetiep. Security management also remained active in induosy organizations engaged in
nuclear power plant security matters.

Security management met weekly with maintenance supervision to review security maintenance
work. The licensee also assigned a full-time l&C technician to maintain security equipinent.
The weekly meetings and dedicated 1&C support restJted in excellent on-line availabiiity for
security equipment and the minimal use of compensatory measures. This reflected
management's commitment to an effective program.

The classroom security training was administered by the licensee's Training Department. All
practical security training was conducted by qualified security department instructors. The
security department iastructors were also qualitied to conduct the classroom training in the event
the need arises. The training program was well-structured, current, and effective as evidenced
by minimal personnel errors.

Staffing of the security force was consistent with program needs, as evidenced by the minimal
use of overtime. Metabers of the security force uhibited a professional demeanor, high morale
and were very knowledgcable of their duties. The turnover rate remained very bw. The
security for.e and other plant employees had a good working relationship.

Audits of the security program conducted by the licensee's Quality Assurance Group and the self
assessments were found to be comprehensive and thorough. 1"indings from audits and
surveillances tended to be directed toward improving the piogram as opposed to being
compliance-oriented. Corrective actions were prompt and effective with aggressive follow-up
to ensure implementation.

The licensee's event reporting procedures were clear, consistent with the NRC's reporting
requirements and well understocd by security supervisors. Two one-hour events were reported
during the period. Corrective actions were prompt and appropriate for each event and no
adverse trend was identified. The licensee also properly tracked and analyzed loggable security
event reports and took corrective actions as necessary.

The licensee's Fitness-for-Duty (FFD) program and its implementation were responsive to both
the spirit and intent of the NRC's nde and were aggressive, comprehensive, and directed toward
assuring the public health and safety.

.__ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ -
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Four security program plan changes were submitted during the period. The revisions were
technically sound and demonstrated -a thorough knowledge and understanding of NRC
requirements and security objectives.

S11!111W x

In summary, the licensee continued to maintain a very effective and performance-oriented
program. Management attention and support were clearly evident in all aspects of the program
implementation, system and equipment upgrades continued in order to reduce reliance on human
resources, good communications, and rapport were maintained wi;h other plant departments, and
resources were allocated to security-related maintenance. In addition, a well trained,

"
professional staff was-- retained and performance-based audits and self-assessments were
conducted. These efforts were reflective of the licensee's commitment to a high quality,
effective security program.

Ill.E.2 fqrfennsl.0.91 Baling: Category 1

Trend: None
i
d !!! E.3. Recommtudittit0F None

III.F - Enginecting/ Technical Support -

Ill.F. I Maly$

During the previous assessment period, the licentee's performance in this ftmetional area was
rated Category 1. Numerous accomplishments- were described in the _ prior SALP and
engineering support for the TMbt site was effective. However, a high backlog of engineering-

'

evaluation requests, a large number of field change requests and licld change notices for
modification packages, and infreq lent site attendance at the corporate engineering meetings were
identified as probicm areas. These problem areas were assessed as minor in_ssfety significance.
Each of these previously identified prob! cms was being adequately addressed by the licensee.

_

During the current assessment period, the licensee conticued to exhibit effective engineering
_

support for the site and safety perspective was evident in design modifications and other
engineering activities. Several of the major modifications that were successfully completed
:during the recent 9R outage included the cheroical cleaning of- the steam generators (SG) that
was exceptionally well planned and effectively .nonitored; the station blackout modificat on thati

required extensive electrical, mechanical, and instrument and-control work and successful
reschttion cf the diesel generator startup problem; the reactor -coolant pump lube oil
modifications that should improve reliability of these important pumps and reduce radiation
exposure to maintenance personnel; completion of the instrument air upgrade to improve
capacity and perfonnance; and the control room alarm enhancements that provide a more logical

' , '
j

;
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and improved annunciator layout organized by system and subsystem with enhanced labeling and
a hierarchy arrangement. In each of the modification and outage efforts there was continuous
and effective engineering direction and a team oriented approach that resulted in good overall
performance. A review of six randomly selected modifications indicated that the modi 0 cation
packanes were comolete, logical, and technically accurate.

Additional cutage activities where the licensee displayed notable performance and a safety
conscious approach were the eddy current testing of much larger than required tube sample size,
and the precautionary sleeving of 125 tubes that are subject to high cycle fatigue from high
steam velocities in each SG steam exit lane wedge. The ten year inservice inspection of the

i reactor vessel welds was another well coordinated activity performed by the licensee which
required thorough engineering analysis and resolution of several nondestructive test indications.

The licensee has a strong probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) taff and was starting to make
more effective use of PRA as an evaluation tool for prioritizing modiGeation efforts. The PRA
was performed in house by the engineering staff and was being upgraded to reRect actual
equipment availability.

The recently instituted site engineering requirement for an engineering manager to attend the
6:30 a.m. shift turnover brienng was an excellent engineering initiative that enables early ,

engineeing participation in support of plant problems. Site engineering supervision effe .vely
reduced, by over 50 percent, a large engineering work request backlog that was a prior NRC
concern. This was accomplished thorough aggressive management review of the requested
work, setting realistic completion dates, and holding individuals accountable. During this
assessment penod, plant engineering effectively responded to daily plant problems and work was
priori 9 zed and completed in a timely manner.

Evidence of an effective erosion / corrosion program at the plant was demonstrated by the early
identineation of potential problem areas for repair and replacement. Engineering has used the
Electric Power Acsearch Instimte " Checkmate" computer program for the first time to effectively
detect erosion / corrosion in the piping systems. Input irom engineering for conuoi of primary
and secondary water chemistry was also evident. Plant engineering preparation and oversight
of injection sealant repair of a steam valve bonnet flange leak was very effective and the
communications interface between corix> rate and site engineering and operations en a leakage
through two core Hood tank check valves was well coordinated. Plant engineering also took the
lead in resolving the problems associated with the excessive reactor coolant pump leak off-during
the last operational cycle. Additionally, the engineering staff oversaw the chemical cleaning
process to the secondary side of the steam generators. The chemical cleaning program was
technically sound and well planned. The vendor chosen to apply the process was well qualiGed
and the staff well t ained and knowledgeable, especially in the area of corrosion monitoring.

. _
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Several minor problems were noted in docum'enting the operability determination of a valve with
_a failed key and, in the plant review group, documenting that the failed key was not reportable

_ under 10 CFR 21. in the case of the failed key, the engineering resolution of the decay heat
.

removal cooler adequacy with the valve as positioned, did not fully support operability and
- additional documentation was required. Se"eral other documentation inadequacies and an

inconsistency in a 10 CFR 50.59 review were identified during the assessment period; however,
'

' the overall quality of engineering support was excellent.

Both corporate and site enginecting permanel showed technical competence. There was good
cooperation and a team atmosphere througnout the organinition and there was a very limited use
of contract engineering personnel. In-house training for the engineering staff and management
was effective as demonstrated by the engineering activities reviewed. _ There is a comprehensive

- personnel development program that is reviewed quarterly. The licensee also supports industry
-

training, participation in the ll&W owners group, and in ASME and IEEE activities.

-In the area of engineering self-assessment, the licensee has performed safety system functional
inspections for three systems including the emergency electrical power distribution system. The -
reports were comprehensive and appropriately identified programmatic problems in the particulat

'

area. - Quality assurance was also invol <ed in the evaluation of engineering. Quality assurance
audits-were performed _in the areas of desigu control, engineering administration, operating
experience, contractor design controls, engineering technical reviews and the TMI-l mini-
modification program. The findings and observations were incisive and resolved in a timely
manner.

Sunimary

In summary, plant and corporate engineering have provided excellent support for TM1-1
operations. Major modifications performed enhanced -plant safety, _ improved equipment
reliability and performance, and benefitted personnel safety. Good engineering was evident'in

Jthe n?odification planning and direction for the SG chemical cleaning, station blackout work,,;

reactor coolant pump lube improvements, . instrument air upgrade, and control room alarm
enhancements. The site engineering involvement in plant operating activities was noteworthy.,

| Cooperation between corprate and site engineering was a strength and engineering personnel
are technically competent.

L
i - IlLF.2 ' - Performance Ratine: Category 1

. _

:

Irrad: -None
:

lli.F.3 lkC2minerldatiPJ)K. None

I

-
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111, 0 Safpty Assessmeut/Qunlity Verifiention

Ill.G.1 Analysis,

This area received a Category I rating m the last assessment period. The last SALP report
identified strengths as the TMI l Q'tality Assurance (QA) program, the quality of Licensee Event
Renorts (LERs), an aggressive program for plant improvements, and aggressive senior
management involveinent in daily plant operations. A minor weakness was identined in the
quality of 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations for procedure changes.

<

'

At the end of the S ALP assessment period, there were 13 active licensing actions, about half the ,

average for the two previous SALP periods. The licensee was aggressive in providing,

infonnatien neces>ary to close out 36 licensing and safety issues, The licensee met with the
_

NRC approximately once per month to enhance communications regarding licensing issues,
.

generic safety issues, and inspection open items. The licen:ce, on its own initiative, made '

presentations _to the NRC licadquarters staff on issues of particular complexity such as
,

| (1) installation of four West;nghouse lead test assemblics in the core dufmg the 9R refueling
'

outage, (2) corrective action for the steam generator fouling problem, and (3) a special license ,

amendment to raise the Technical Specification limit; for allowable primary to-secondary
leakage. Thus, the licensee exercised foresight in avoiding polemial delays in resciution of
safety issues. Licensee responses to NRC requests for iriformatien, such as generic letters and ,

bulletins, were consistently on time and responsive to the issues. The quality and completeness
of licensee submittals has remained excellent for the most part. In one instance, however,
regarding a relief request to delete certain salves from the inservice testing program, it was
necessary for the NRC to request information from the Ikensee that should have been in the
submittal. Two major submittals during this SALP period were the inservice inspection program --

for the second 10-year interval and a license amendment request to support a spent fuel pool
reracking project. ~ Although both of these submittals were still under staff review at the end of
the period, preliminary assessment was that the submittals were complete and renected the '

professionalism of the licensee's engineering staff.

- During this SALP period, the licensee submhted and the staff reviewed and approved three
revisions to the GPUN Operational- QuaF.ty Assurance Plan -(OQAP). These revisions
represented upgrades to the quality and clarity of the OQAP, provided for better training of

-_ Level 111 inspectors, 'and committed to the requirements of ANSI 3.1-1981.
,

- As during past SALP- periods, execution of the_ QA program has been very effective in
-identifying dencient conditions. The audit reports issued by the QA department were thorough,

_

and probing and resulted in actions that improved the quality and safety of TMI;l operation.
'

u An event of interest .was discovery by a Quality Control (QC) inspector and the Engineering
department that 54 stainless steel valves and approximately 155 carbon steel valves, all
manufactured by the Yarway Company, were stamped with incorrect valve application data.

-Some of the carbon steel valves had been installed in the plant and were evaluated after-the fact
as being suitable for their application. The problem was reported to Yanvay, who subsequently

| '

|-

|-
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,

corrected the valve data on the valves that had not bee i installed. Discovery of the deficiency
demonstrated that the QA program is capable of discovering potential quality problems.
However, there was a delay in af0xing hold tags on the carbon steel valves that had not been
installed.

In' general, the licensec's QA effort associated with its program to upgrade maintenance
procedures made some-improvements to procedures for operetion and maintenance of the-
emergency diesel generators as an outcome of a licensee identified common cause failure mode
for the diesel generators. However, maintenance pnxedures forlubricating safety related valves
were not implemented and led to valve failure and degradation of other like valves. Further,

,

as indicated by events.during the recent outage, surveillance procedures failed io give suf0cient ;
and appropriate guidwee for infrequently performed tasks. Further, implementation of the ;
existing surveillance procedures .was not always accomplished with the necessary rigor..

Collectively, these procedure problems suggest that the licensee's staff placed undue emphasis |
on opstor or technician knowledge over specific procedural instructions.

The licensee initiated a special shutdown (outage) risk assessment program in preparation for the
'

9R refueling outage. As part of this effort, a set of fuel protection criteria were developed to ;

provice an adequate safety margin for each of the identified plant conditions and critical safety
func'.lons. The integrated outage schedule was then reviewed against these criteria. To reduce
shutdown risk during the 9R outage, the time spent in mid loop operation was minimized by
installation of cold leg dams during the outage. These measures demonstrate a safety concern
by the licensee for reducing risk during outage periods. ,

,

The licensee's safety assessment program also included two initiatives concerning steam .
generator integrity and performance. These were chemical cleaning of the steam generator.

. secondary sides and sleeving of 125 of the tubes most susceptible to fatigue failure in each steam
generator. These initiatives have been more fully discussed in Section Ill.F of this reI< ort.

The quality of 10 CFR 50.59 safety reviews performed by the licensee continued to impmve
during this' assessment period. Minor. problems wem noted in documenting operability
determinations.--The licensee has taken the initiative of utilizing guidance developed by industry --

:into the training program fot safety reviewers. The administrative proecdure governing these
reviews was'also strengthened during this per;od, One particularly signincant special test was

,

performed under 10 CFR 50.59 in June 1990 to determine how high steam generator downcomer
level could be raised without affecting the feedwater heating feature of the steam generator. The
safety evaluation supporting dus test was particularly well done; ' Safety reviews for plant
modi 0 cations have continued to be a strength as noted in previous SALP reports.

The quality _ and timeliness of Licensee Event Reports (LERs) has continued to be excellent
during this assessment period. The reports have been well written and normally provide .

- objective assessments of the root causes'of events, tb:ir safety significance, and corrective .

action. The number of LERs and number of plant events remained low. A significant event

|
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\ irradiated fuel was moved within the reactor building wDhout establishing

e as required by Technical Specifications. The LER very elehrly #escribed(
tht. vi its root causes. - The licensee also performed a detailed human factors
revic

J
'

' '
The licenc 1mber of plant modifications intended to enhance safe operations of
the plant di fhe n.ost significant modification was conversion of a TMI-2 -|

TMl-1 Station Blackout (SBO) diesci generator, becoming the jemergency di,. s

first licensee to < \ 3 with the Station Blackout rule (10 CFR 50.63). The licensee\ ' tion activities (i.e., plant heatup) to complete diesel testing.suspended critical,

The licensee has varic- safety review committees in place. The Independent :

. Onsite Review Group (k uired by the TMI-l Tecimical Specifications. Most'
,

of the routine onsite safety \ e- are conducted by the Plant Resiew Group (PRG). ;

hearingq, reports directly to ths D_$
(NSCC), formed as a result of the TMi 1 restartThe Nuclear Safety and Comp a

-7, Board and has a number of onsite members. <

;x % ses the licensee's President /CEO, The PROg? * 1The General Office Review Boaro
response tc safety issues that arise. Themakes appropriate decisions and ret

NSCC semiannual reports are particut, ( % raise many of the same types ofissues
raised by the NRC, both at TMI-I and i { 'he program to upgrade maintenance'

. procedures, for example, was partly the rc % 'bservation. The hcensee has also~*
.

initiated a program of monthly review, by th p s" oup, of the Operations Monthly
Significant Events Report that includes a numo \ sources including the ecntrcl
room personnel log entries, QA, Safety Manage. ment notes and comments,

.This report has a section that designates some eve. -

'
. 'd events. The results of|

these monthly reviews are being trended for significa. se to safety or quality.,

- An appropr ate number and diveisity of safety committe. \ lished to identify and
'

i
. resolve safety issues at TMI-1. These groups have been ch vnior management

| of issues the possible solutions and management generally n - rommendations,

o
!

Summary
;

[ In summary, there were numerous licensee programs in place to assess s 'ality.: i

D These programs looked at normal opemtions and utilized lessons lean. age ,

periods. Management, at all levels, was closely involved in operation and \ :

plant and decisicos were made on the basis of safety implications, n_ot schedule. \
Department continued to function efficiently to maintain-the quality of plant \
material condition. The few LERs were of high quality. The various safety.ct +

continue to be effective. Recent procedure quality / implementation problems h.. .

a

p _ personnel errors and events. N

:

!
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occurred when irradiated fuel was moved within the reactor building v'ithout establishing
containment closure as required by Technical Specifications. The LER very clearly described
the event and described its root causes. The licensee also performed a detailed human factors

'
review of this event.

The licensee completed a number of plant modifications intended to enhance safe operations of
the plant during this period. The most signiGeant modification was conversion of a Th11-2
emergency diesel generator to a Th11-1 Station Blackout (SBO) diesel generator, becoming the

| first licensee to achieve compliance with the Station Blackout rule (10 CFR 50.63). The licensee
suspended critical path outage completion activities (i.e., plant heatup) to complete diesel testing. -

"
The licensee has various oversight and safety review committees in place. The Independent
Onsite Review Group (IOSRG) exists as required by the Thil-1 Technical Specifications, hiost .

of the routine onsite safety review activities are conducted by the Plant Review Group (PRG). }'

*
The Nuclear Safety and Compliance Committee (NSCC), formed as a result of the Thil-1 restart
hearings, reports directly to the Chairman of the Board and has a number of onsite staff
members. The General Office Review Board (GORB) also advises the licensee's
President /CEO. The PRG makes appropriate decisions and recommendations in response to
safety issues that arise. The NSCC semiannual reports are particularly objective and raise many
of the same types of issues raised by the NRC, both at TMI-l and Oyster Creek. The program

; to upgrade maintenance procedures, for example, was partly the result of an NSCC obsetvation.
'

The licensee has also initiated a program of monthly review, by the Plant Review Group, of the
Operations Monthly Signi0 cant Events Report that includes a number of informatian sources =

inchiding the control room personnel log entries, QA, Safety hianager and plant management
notes and comments. This report has a section that designates some events as low threshold
events. The results of these monthly reviews are being trended for signi6 cant conditions adverse
to safety or quality. An appropriate number and diversity of safety committees have been
established to identify and resolve safety issues at TMI-1. These groups have been effe:tive in e

advising senior management ofissues the possible solutions and management generally responds
to their recommendations.

S.Unimary

in summary, there were numerous bcensee programs in place to assess safety ar.d verify quality.
These programs looked at normal operations and utilized lessons learned from past outage '

periods. Management, at all levels, was c!csely involved in operation and maintenance of the
plant end decisions were made on the basis of safety implications, not schedule. The TMI-l QA
Department continued to function efficiently to maimain the quality of plant operations and
material condition. -The few LERs were of high quality. The vanous safety committees to
continue to be effective. Recent procedure quality / implementation problems have led to
personnel errors and events.

,

-
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til.G.2 Eedennane_ Rating: Category 1

Trnd: None.

lli.G 3 Rgommendaliens: None
,

_
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IV. SITE ACTIVITIES AND EVALUA710N CillTElllA

IV.A Licensee Activities

The licensee began this SALP period operating Unit I at 94 percent power. Reactor power was
limited to 94 percent power due to once-through-steam-generator (OTSG) operation near the<

mtegrated control system high level limit due to secondary WJe fouling. On June 22,1990, the
licensee performed a special test that raised reactor power to determine the maximum OTSG
level that could be attained without affecting feedwater preheating. After a safety evaluation was
written concluding the plant could be safely operated at higher OTSO operating levels, on
July 20,1990, reactor power was increased to 97 percent. Ileactor power gradually decreased"

due to the gradual fouling of the secondary side of the steam generators.

During the SAlp period, the licensee had several rey ared power reductions. Beginning
,

September 28, 1990, reactor power was reduced for five days to 47 percent to repair main
condenser tube leaks. On November 28, 1990, the li:ensee reduced power to 75 percent to
repair a leak in the tenth stage feedwater heater. On February 23, 1991, an electro-hydraulic
control (EHC) spurious closure signal caused the plant to run back to 75 percent power. On '

June 7,1991, power was reduced to 75 percent for two days to Tepair leaks in the 10A
feedwater heater.

On July 24,1991, a reactor trip occurred from 92 percent power due to a combination of
personnel error and equipment malfunction. A resulting redistribution of OTSG secondary side
deposits allowed reactor power to be increased to 95 percent upon restart on July % 1991.

On September 27,1991, the plant was shut down for the ninth (9R) refueling outage. Dunng
the shutdown, a reactor trip occurred at 13 percent power duc to an incomplete turbine test
procedure. Major outage work activities included replacing seals in all four reactor coolant
pumps, main turbine overhaul, in-core detector replacement, complete core off load for reactor

. vessel in service inspection, OTSG tube plugging and sleeviag, OTSG chemical cleaning, and
electrical connection of the- station blackout diesel- from Unit-2 to Unit-1 busses. On
November 14,1991, the licensee restarted the unit following completion of the refueling outage.
The unit was expected to be at full power on November 17,1991. The next scheduled refueling
outage is in September, 1993 (21 month fuel cycle).

On January. 24,1991, the Unit-2 accident generated water (AGW) evaporator began the
. vaporization of AGW to atmosphere. At the close of the SALP period, the licensee had
saporized 843,842 gallons.

L
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\. " Inspection and Feview Actisilles

N
-A 'sment period the NRC resident staff decreased from four to two inspectors. An

\
\ Department of Energy intern were assigned 80 the site for six months and two.

\c NRC team inspections were conducted in the following areas:
'

*mi ,
,

N
-- \ ' redness inspection conductcJ on September 12, 1990, to observe 'he

\x exercise.p.
N

Electi '\ . 'vstem FunctionalInspection conducted from November 19,1990,~

\ , determine if the electrical distribution system is capable ofto Dece.
performin, \ etion. |

\,

Emergency Pi \| ' tion conducted on June 26, 1991, to obseive the full---

participation ext \
\

r-

IV.C Significant Enforce. u1%ge

ee s {g oving fuel without first having establishedyThere was a significant event
\g 'g of the Main thidge refueling interlockscontainment. The event itself occ b

in which the procedure called for th, . -Qg - el bundle out of and back into the core,
nt of the procedure, and consequentlyThe operators performing the test misi.

g( bg t established containment integrity.
,_

removed and replaced one fuel bundle t
A briefing had been conducted prior to the c % y 'he bridge interlock test; however,

4 '\ issued but the civi.t penalty wasthe briefing was inadequate A severity level .
'

,erformance in operations andfully mitigated because of prompt NRC nc,tificat
\outage planning.
\

'N
x
\
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\
\

\
\
\
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IV.h NltC litspection and Review Activilles

During the assessment period the NRC resident staff decreased from four to two inspectors. Ani

NRC intern and a Department of Energy intern were assigned to the site for six months and two
months, respectively NRC team inspections wert; conducted in the following areas:

Emergency Preparedtiess inspection conducted on September 12, 1990, to observe the--

partial-participation exercise.

- Electrical Distribution System FunctionalInspection conducted from November 19,1990,
to December 21, 1990, to determine if the electrical distribution system is capable of
performing it's intended function.

-

- Emergency Preparedne;s inspection conducted on June 26, 1991, to observe the full-
participation exercise. "

IV.C Significant Enforcement Actions

There was a significant event which involved moving fuel without first having established
co:-tainment. The ev:nt itself occurred during testing of the Main Bridge refueling interlocks,

in which the procedure called for the lifting of one fuel bundle out of the core. The operators
performing the test misinterpreted the intent of the procedure, and consequently removed and
replaced one fuel bundle without having first established containment integrity. A briefing had
been conducted prior to the commencement of the bridge interlock test; however, the briefing
was inader;uate. A severity level three violation was issued but the civil penalty was fully
mitigated becaux of prompt NRC notification and past good performance in operations and
outage planning.

1

|
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NITACllMENT I

SALP EVALUATION CRITERIA

Licensee performance is assessed in selected functional areas, depending on whether the facility
is in a construction or operational phase. Functional areas normally represent areas significant
to nuclear safety and the environment. Some functional areas may not be assessed because of
little or no licensee activities or lack of meaningful observations. Special areas may be added
to highlight significant observations.

The following evaluation criteria were used, as applicable, to assess each nunctional area:

1. Assurance of quality, including management imolvement and control;
_

2. Approach to the resolution of technical issues from a safety standpoint;

3. Enforcement history;

4. Operational and construction events, including response to analyses of, reporting of, ands

corrective action for;

5. Staffing, including management;

6. Effectiveness of training and qualification program;
,

On the basis of the SALP Board assessment, each functional area evaluated is rated according ,

to three performance categories. The definitions of these performance categories are given
below.

Category 1: Licensee management attention to and involvement in nuclear
"

safety or safeguards activities resulted in a superior level of
performance. NRC will consider reduced levels of inspection
effort.

Categaty_h Licensee management attention to and invo!vement in nuclear
safety oc safeguards activities resulted in a good level of
performance. NRC will consider maintaining normal levels of
inspection effort.

Catecon 3: Licensee management attention to and involvement in nuclear
safety or safeguards activities resulted in an acceptable level of
performance; however, because of the NRC's concern that a
decrease in performance may approach or reach an unacceptable
level, NRC will consider increased levels of inspection effort.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -
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Category N: Insufficient information exists to support an assessment of liceaAce
,

performance. These cases would include instances in which a
rating could not be developed because of insuf0cient licensee. ,

activity or insuffielent NkC inspection. i

The SALP Board may assess a functional area and compare the licensee's performance during
a portion of the assessment period to that during an entire period to determine a performance
trend. Generally,- performanec in. the later part of a SALP- period .is compared to the

* '

performance of the entim period. Trends in perfor,aance from one period to the next may also
be noted. The trend categories used by the SALl' 11oard are as follows:

lu3 proving: Licensee performance was determined to be improving during the
assessment period,

ikdiDElg; Licensee performance was determined to be declining during the
assessment period and the licensee had not taken meaningful steps ,

to address this pattern.
<

A trend is assigned only when, in the opinion of the SALP 130ard, the trend is signi6 cant enough
.

to be considered indicative of a likely change in the category in the near future, For example,
a classification of " Category 2, improving" indicates the clear potential for " Category 1"
performance in the next SALP period.

It should be noted that Category 3 performance, the lowest category, represents acceptable safety-

performance. If at any time the NRC concluded that a licensee was not achieving an adequate
level of safety performance, it would then be incumbent upon NRC to take prompt appropriate
action in the interest of public health and safety. Suen matters would- be dealt with
independently from, and on a more urgent schedule than, tne SALP pmcess.

,
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Dxket No.: 50089

Mr. T. Gary Broughton
Director, TMl-!
GPU Nuclear Corporation
Post Office Box 180
Middletown, pennsylvania 17057

Dear Mr. Eroughton:

Subject: TMI imtial Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (S Al P) Report No.
50 2d9/90-99

An NRC SALP Board, conducted on January 6.1992, reviewed aad ev.iluated the performance
of activides at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station for the peried of May 16, 1990, through
November 16, 1991. The assessment included TMI-2 activities in specific functional areas
where licensee's programs for both units are combined. The enclosed initial SALP Report
documents the results of this assessment. A Management Meeting is scheduled for February 13,
1992, at 10:00 a.m'. at the Three Mile Island Traimng Center to discuss this evaluation.

('.,

You and your staff continue to operate the station with essentially the same strong commitment
to nuclear safety shown in our previous assessments. The board did note that certain procedaral
problems needed your attention. The board viewed these problems as significant enaugh to
cause measurable decline in your performance in the maintenance / surveillance area and
indications of weakening performance in the plant operations area. We look forward to hearing
your perspective on this issue during our February meeting.

;

i At the SALP meeting you should be prepared to discuss our assessment and your plans to
continue to improve performance. The meeting is intended to he a candid dialogue wherein any
comments you may have regarding our report are discussed. Additionally, you may pmvida
written comments withhi 20 days after the mecting

p Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

|

| Sio:erely,

f 'N V,

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

('

| Enclosure: Initial TMI SALP Report No. 50-289/90-99, , , .

l'\hqt 0y D
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9 TMI Initial SALP. 2
, , -

cc w/encls:
R. L. Long, Directos, TM12
E. L. Blake, Jr.,- Esquire

- J. J. Byrne, Manager, TMI-2 Engineering
J. A. Knubel, Licensing and Regtilatary Affairs Director
R. E. Rogan, Licensing and Nuclear Safety Director
M. Rc Knight, TMI-l Licensing Engineering
M. J. Ross, Operations and Maintenance Director, TMI-l
E. J. Scheyder. TM!-2 Site Operations Director
J. S. Shork, Manager, TMI-2 Licensing
The Chairman
Commissioner Rogers

,

Commissioner Curtiss
Commissioner Remick -
Commissioner de Planque
Public Dxument Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident inspector
Commomscalth of Pennsylvania .

TMl Alert

:[ K. Abraham | PAO (23)
- Institute of Nticlear Power Operations (INPO)

.
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ENCLOSURE 3

TMl SALP Management Meeting Attendees

P.R. Clark, President, GPUN
T.G. Broughton, Director, TMI-1, GPUN
M. Laggart, Manager, Corporate Licensing, GPUN
J. Knubel, Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, GPUN
R.E. Rogan, Director, TMI Licensing, GPUN
P.B. Fiedler, Director, Nuclear Assurance Department, GPUN
G.J. Giangi, Manager, Corporate Emergency Preparedness, GPUN
M.A. Nelson, Manager, Nuclear Safety, GPUN
D.L. Hosking, Manager, Quality Assurance, GPUN _

O. Shalikashvili, Manager, Plant Training, GFUN
J. Stacey, Manager, Security, GPUN
M.K. Pastor, Director, Nuclear Security, GPUN
C.W. Smyth, NSCC, GPUN
M.G. Snyder, Manager, Plant Material Assessment, OPUN

I R.P. Shaw, Director, Radiological Controls TMI, GPUN
R.H. Maag, Manager, Plant Material TMI, GPUN
J.J. Byme, Manager, TMl-2 Engineering, GPUN
M.C. Wells, Manager, Media Relations, GPUN
G.J. Simonetti, Manager, TMI Emergency Preparedness, GPUN
D.V. Hassler, TMI Licensing Engineer, CPUN
G.R. Skillman, Director, Plant Engineering TMI-1, GPUN
P. Walsh, Director, Site Technical Functions, GPUN
H.B. Shipman, Director, P! ant Operations, GPUN
J. Curry, Manager, Nuclear Safety TMI 1, GPUN
M.J. Ross, Director, Operations and Maintenance, GPUN

"

R; Cc.ok, Nuclutr Engineer, PA-DER /BRP
R. Jaaati, Acting Chief, Nuclear Safety, PA-DER /BRP
W. Hoogea, Director, Division of Reactor Safety (DRS), NRC
E Wenzinger, Chief, Projects Unmch 4, Division of Reactar Projects (DRP), NRC
T. Frye, Reactor Engineer, DRP, NRC
J. Rarnsey, RR tor Engineer, NRC
D. Beaulieu, Resident Inspector TMI, NRC
F. Young, Senior Resident Inspector TMI, NRC
J.F. Stolz, Project Director, NRR, NRC
R. Hernan, Project Manager TMI-1, NRR, NRC
'L.H. Thonus, Pmject Manager TMI-2, NRR. NRC

- _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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GPU Nuclear

- NuclearG =. s .: ' ~ '" ~ ~
Parsippany. New Jeney 070b4
291 263-6500
TELEX 134.82
Writet s Doect D:al NumDor

(201) 315-7797

C311-92-2023

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk.
Washington, DC 20S55

Decr Sir:

Subject: Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 1, (TMI-1)
Operating License No. DPR-50
Docket No. 50-289
GPUN Response to initial SALP Report 90-99

On January 25, 1992, the NRC Initial Systematic Assessment of Licensee
ferformance (SALP) Report for Three Mile Island, Unit I was issued. A meeting
to discuss this report was held at the Three Mile Island Training Center on
February 13, 1992. The attachment to this letter provides GPU Nuclear (GPUN)
comment on the SALP Report.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the SALP Report with you and piovide
our comments. We continue to believe that this dialogue is a meaningful facet
of the SALP process,

GPUN is pleased that the 2:RC recognizes the overall high standards of
performance maintained at THI-l in the various SALP areas. We are fully
committed to operating TMI in a safe and efficient manner and to seeking
further improvement in overall performance. As discussed during our meeting

-and in the attachment to this letter, your comments in the SALP report will be
addressed in our effort.

We look forward to a mid-SALP review meeting with you to discuss our progress.

Sincerely,
a i,

'
'

2 p

P. R. Clark
President

DVH/mkk y

cc: Region 1 Adininistrator / e3'%'
A

f, ,h [, ;>} ( U
TM N1 Senior Project Manager
TMI Senior Resident Inspector

t

GPU Nudea: is a pan of the Geheial Pubhc UhlSes System
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ATTACHMEH1

!

QEVN RESPONSE TO SALP REPORT 90-92
,

1

i

Overall i

GPUN believes the Initial SALP Report is comprehensive and the discussion and
!comments fairly represent the events and performance in each area. GPUN will !continue to concentrate on maintaining the high level of performance and I

improving overall performance standards with particular emphasis directed to '

" infrequently performed" evolutions. The initial SALP Report contained
specific recommendations for the Maintenance / Surveillance area. The following
addresses this area,

tLAINTENANCE/SEYmLANC1

The Initial SALP Report conciudes that the maintenance activities and the |
overall surveillance program have been effective. The weakness in this area
relates to the infrequently performed activities mainly in the surveillance
area. GPUN_ agrees with these conclusions and is taking action to address this
concern. As noted in GPUN responses to recent violations, sutveillance

iprocedures which are infrequently performed and which could re.sult in
potentially significant adverse consequences will be identified and reviewed as
a special task. This task has begun and 30-50 procedures have been identified
as falling within this category. Each selected procedure will be reviewed by a
team with-particular emphasis directed to issues such as vendor information,
special requirements, unusual conditions while performing the procedure and
human factors. GPUN believes that the use of a team review will enhance thequality of procedures. In addition to the procedure reviews, training of I
personnel will also be addrest.ed. Training will not only focus on personnel,

perforn.nce related to the specifically cited surveillance activities but will
also address the responsibilities of supervisors and workers to properly
prepare for the performance of other infrequent and high risk activities.
Another segment of the training will implement a Self Check orogram at TM!,
based on the INPO Good Practice on Self Checking. TMl inter.ds to implement-

this Self Check program during 1992.

The Recommer.dation in the SALP letter states 1

" Greater licensee attention is required to ensure procedures are:

implemented t.s written, proper procederes are used to perform the
oesired activity, and that procedures are changed when instructions
are insufficient in detail. Evaluate the identified concerns !associated with the maintenance / surveillance program and brief the

iNRC cn 30ur plans and results to date."
|

The enhancements outlined above have or will be initiated during 1992 and will
be fully implementad by September 1993, which is prior to the scheduled start
of the 10R refueling outage. As stated during the SALP meeting on February 13,
1992, GPUN will provide a status of these programs during the Mid SALP Meeting
to be held in the Fall 1992 timeframe, during the Pre-Outage briefing for the ,

10R Outage to be conducted in the Summer 1993 and, if appropriate, we will
'

provide an additional update near the end of the current SALP period.

- . - . . . . - - - . - . - .- , .- , . . - - . . - -
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[ ACTUAL ERROR A@ CLAPIFIC&Il08

In the initial SALP Report, there is one clarification and one factual error
that GpVN has identified. The clarification is on page 20, third paragraph.
The fifth line should read "... hearings, reports directly to the Chairman of
the Board and has a number of onsite stsff member 5." The onsite personnel are
staff members- ar.d are not members of the NSCC ltself.

The factual error is found on page 23 in the Significant Enforcement Actions
section. The Third line should read "... in which the procedure called for

.

lifting of one fuel bundle out of and-back-4nto the core." The words "and back
into" are not part of the procedure and should be deleted.

ADDITIONAL (.9MMENTS

The SALP Report identifies ' declining" performance in Operations and a
" measurable decline" in Maintenance / Surveillance. We believe that reaching a
conclusion in that regard is very difficult and ultimately subjective. It is
complicated by the fact that during each SALP period different activities are
conducted at the plant and different inspectors are observing different things.
During this SALP period'the performance weaknesses occurred during the
refueling outage which was at the end of the perind. We believe that
meaningful performance trends may require comparison of similar activities from
previous SALP periods, especially as operating cycle lengths increase. Our own
asst.ssment of trends in Operations and Maintenance / Surveillance over the past 3
operating cycles has concluded that the level of performance did not decline
during_either operating or outage periods. However, compared to the operating
periods, our outage performance has not met the same high level of performance.
In any event, we are focusing on improving in .reas where results don't meet
expectations.

t

|
:
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ENCLOSURE 5

Final SALP Report Revision Sheet

IM.GE LINE NOW REAllS SILQULLLBEAll

20 16 onsite members onsite staff members

11 asis: The onsite personnel referred to in the discussion of the N''CC are staff members and
are not members of the NSCC itself.

23 21 one fuel bundle out of one fuel bundle out of the core
and back into the core

Ilasis: The words "and back into" were not part of the surveillance procedure being used during
the fuel handling without containment integrity event.

t


